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Message from  
the Editor-in-Chief

Over the last decade, the amount of 
information pertaining to thoracic 
structures has been unprecedented. The 
thorax is unique in terms of the different 
structures that involve the respiratory 
system—lungs, pleura, upper and lower 
respiratory tract—all located in the 
mediastinum that by itself represents 
a different compartment with its own 
wealth of conditions, and that also 
includes the Thymic gland. Therefore, 
we believe that the availability of a new 
open access journal, JoR, dedicated 
to highlighting and disseminating 
information related to the respiratory 
system is not only timely but is also 
absolutely necessary. As we can see, the 
information related to the respiratory 
systems is vast and there could not 
be anything more and better than to 
have a journal that is dedicated to the 
promotion, dissemination, and efficient 
publication of timely articles on the 
respiratory system including all its 
structures.
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Aims
The Journal of Respiration is an 
international, peer-reviewed open access 
journal dedicated to the timely and updated 
information of any developments related 
to the respiratory system. It publishes 
reviews, research articles, communications 
and technical notes. Our Editorial Board is 
composed of physicians and scientists who 
cover the broad spectrum of specialties 
within the respiratory system. In addition, 
our Editorial Board is committed to 
upholding the highest possible standards 
with regard to prompt and unbiased 
assessments of any information referred 
to the journal for publication. We are 
committed to a rapid but accurate review 
process so that any manuscript submitted 
to the journal can be published without 
unnecessary delay.



Scope
The Journal of Respiration welcomes 
manuscripts related to the upper and 
lower respiratory system. However, JoR 
is wider in its scope as it is interested in 
the thoracic cavity as a whole; therefore, 
we welcome manuscripts related to lung 
proper (including small and large airway), 
and in addition, we also incorporate 
mediastinum, pleura, chest wall, larynx, and 
trachea. Furthermore, we are interested 
in all aspects that may affect those 
anatomical structures, whether related to 
pathology, diagnostic imaging, anatomical, 
physiological, histological, oncological, 
or non-neoplastic processes, which may 
include reactive, infectious, or idiopathic 
conditions, among others. We are also 
interested in surgical procedures or 
interventional radiological aspects that may 
be related to the respiratory system as a 
whole. We are committed to increasing our 
understanding of the multiple conditions 
that may affect the respiratory system, 
which in turn will enhance our knowledge.
If you have a specific idea in mind and want 
to develop a theme for any topic, please get 
in contact with the Editor-in-Chief or with 
Managing Editor. We warmly welcome you 
and your ideas.

Author Benefits
Open Access
Unlimited and free access for readers

Rapid Publication 
A first decision is provided to authors 
approximately 21.9 days after submission; 
acceptance to publication is undertaken 
in 5.5 days (median values for papers 
published in this journal in the second half 
of 2023)

Recognition of Reviewers  
APC discount vouchers, optional signed 
peer review, and reviewer names published 
annually in the journal
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